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In his 1991 essay, «Polytropy», linguistic anthropologist and poet Paul Friedrich discusses the rote figurative 
thinking plays in how we conceptualize the world .1 Friedrich places the study of poetic language at the heart of 
cultural studies, arguing that we cannot even begin to comprehend the world, nor express this comprehension, 
nor persuade others of its importance and validity, without resorting to poetry.2 In his paper on polytropy, 
Friedrich takes four English translations of a Chinese poem, and explores how they mutually enrich and illumi-
nate the original. Friedrich focuses on five tropological aspects, or «macro-tropes»: fonn, mood, image, me-
tonymy and metaphor- a somewhat arbitrary selection, but one that captures the topic's primary dimensions. 
My interest in Friedrich's tropology is twofold. First, 1 see the notion of polytropical thinking as a tool for 
framing the relativity ofmeaning in music, and for explaining how musical meaning is produced and received. 
Second, 1 consider the related notion of polytropical meaning a potential benchmark for the appraisal of contem-
porary music. 
As we know, the task ofwriting about meaning in music is a hazardous one. For every plausible formulation 
ofthe musical complex, there is probably still another of comparable interest and validity. I shall begin by sug-
gesting that meaning and value in music depend upon diverse conceptual modes. As it tums out, the discipline 
ofmusic frequently falls short ofthis requirement. Academic discourse, for instance, relies almost exclusively on 
the tropology offonnalism: music conceived as an object <formed> ofpitch and rhythm. Accordingly, our discus-
sion of polytropy takes as its starting point the contention that assigning aesthetic priority to how music is put 
together, and reserving praise for how composers handle the <structuring> of pitch and rhythm, limits the mean-
ing of <musical meaning>. Furthennore, evaluating music in tenns offonnal uniqueness restricts <musical value>, 
because it confines musical conceptualization to the technical-morphological realm. 
I contend that, as a counterbalance to the hegemony of formalism, modal and imagistic tropologies ofler 
powerful modes for communicating meaning and value in music, because they enable us to verbalize the 
sensuous immediacy of a musical surface. Defined briefly, modal figures sensualize music as configurations of 
mood and emotion, whereas imagistic ones do so in terms of space and vision. However, two qualifications 
ensue: first, imagistic thinking is not limited to pictorial imaging, but encompasses the perceptual dynamics 
posited by Gestalt psychology; second ly, mood-oriented thinking is not limited to tbe emotions, but comprises 
all feeling aspects of musical apprehension. Neither <mus ical mood> nor <musical image> requires help from 
<musical fonn>; actually, the reverse seems to be the case: consider, for example, <registral field>, <Contrapuntal 
weave>, and <hannonic colon - in eacb case, a non-musical tenn (field, weave, color) clarifies a musical one 
(registral, contrapuntal, harmonic). Indeed, we often resort to emotional and visual language in order to modify 
how we talk about musical <structure> - to bring such talk down to earth, as it were, where it can be figura-
ti\,.!ly seen and feit. Thus, whenever we speak ofthe dook> or the <feeling> of a given work, its <atmosphere> or 
its <environment>, or talk about the <shape> of a passage, the <trajectory> of a line, or the relative <hue> or 
<saturatiom of a harmony, we give body to so-called purely musical configurations.3 
I contend that mood and image define the symbolic meaning ofmusic. The question is not how they do this, 
but why. In a paper attacking Saussure's notion of / 'arbitraire du signe•, Friedrich argues that symbolic mean-
ing does not involve assigned, predetennined connections between item and import, but rather the fluid, on-
going correlation of a «morpholexical» level with an «ethnosemantic» one.5 In reality, meaning is not a matter 
of logical reference to discrete items in the world, as the positivists would have it, but rather a matter of the rela-
tivity ofwhat people have to say and ways they have of saying it, and what they allow tobe said. We can frame 
this as the ratifying of a lexical system by members of a community, because the successful alignment of mate-
rial, symbol, and ideological meaning not only takes place in culture, but absolutely requires it: in short, mean-
ing is not assigned; it is ratified. Though it is difficult, if not impossible, to argue that musical meaning is 
subject to cultural ratification, 1 would argue that recent stylistic trends within the global meaning environment 
of mew> music evolve naturally from tbe demands placed on meaning by our musical culture. Pragmatically 
speaking, musical meaning is as contingent on the listener as on the composer. 
Paul Friedrich, «Polytropy», in: Beyond Metaphor: The Theory o/Tropes in Anthropology, ed. by James Fernandez, Stanford 1991 , 
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l believe a framework for discussing this contingency is found in Friedrich' s four variables regarding how we 
generate meaning. They include the interpreter or «user-agent», the linguistic code, the «culturally linked» 
semantic code, and the «symbolic ecosystem». Let us extend these to music, and, as a heuristic device, sketch 
the following scenario: the interpreting user-agent in music - its fluent (native) speaker - has the ability to 
passively decode or actively encode musical meaning; as an <ideal> listening, perfonning or composing member 
of the musical community, the user-agent can (when pressed) interpret a musical construct by using a music-
lexical code; and, by using a culturally linked semantic one, this individual can grasp what Friedrich calJs the 
«galaxy» ofmeanings, meanings that extend from the discrete units of basic meaning to open, growiag bundles 
of continuous meaning; and fmally, this galaxy can be said to orbit in a music-symbolic ecosystem, one that 
contains all culturally ratified tropologies. 
We should note that our appropriation of the term <ecosystem> from natural science reflects a move toward 
holism within both human and natural scieaces.6 Viewed holistically, the remaining macro-tropes of rnetonymy 
and metaphor can be understood as linchpins in the rehabilitation ofnon-formistic thinking. In fact, while mood 
and image operate at a primary or first-order level of conceptualization, metonymy and metaphor systematize it at 
a second-order level. lndeed, it is at this second-order level, the level of metonymic and metaphoric conceptuali-
zation, that a musical work links itself to the parent culture. Metonymy, for instance, involves substituting a 
part for the whole, and often boils down to reference by association. (In this sense, it is similar to synecdoche.) 
Metonymie substitution in music can take different fmms, but most commonly it involves engaging a piece of 
our semiotic past - a technique, character, or style - as when, for instance, a musical fragment stands in for the 
world <out there>. Hence metonymy govems the topoi of intertextual reference; it is, in fact, the quintessential 
dialogical figure. Metapher, on the other band, provides us with everything from simple models for uaderstand-
ing music, such as <high and low>, to expression complexes based on personification aad anthropomorphism; it 
figures prominently in our practice of borrowing terminology from oratory, narrative, and drama. Ultimately, 
metaphor is the basic figure of interpretation, aad, therefore, a requisite mode for traversing the line between phe-
nomenal object and hermeneutic text. 7 
Of course, it can be argued that these live tropes are but different facets of the same complex - that mood, 
feeling, emotion, visual and non-visual imaging, contiguity with and correspondence to the human body, human 
culture, and the world at !arge are all basic to what one writer called the «imaginatively enriched perception» of 
musical experience.8 Actually, cognitive science has appropriated the literary-poetic term «metaphorn to 'deaote a 
wide range of linguistic practices, such as orientational and ontological figures of speech.9 In cognitive seman-
tics, one speaks of metaphor as mapping aspects of a source domain onto that of a target domain, or, more 
concisely, that it involves the cross-domain pairing of coaceptual categories. 10 The notion of metaphoric map-
ping (or cross-domain pairing) is potentially confusing, because it implies that every trope is but some brand of 
metaphor. Consequently, I submit that polytropical thinking about music is, generally speaking, a scaffold für 
establishing bonds between ourselves and the music, a process that is constantly revised and refurbished by the 
iaterior models and visual narratives forged in our musical culture. 
Now, in order to consider the importance ofpolytropical thinking with regard to new music, let us first recall 
a premise of modemism: that a partly chaotic power, activated by the dynamics of destruction and creation, pro-
motes cultural innovation and renovation - that disrupting a symbol systern enhaaces its capacity to signify. 11 
This view, in force since around 1800, has been used to defend an aesthetic that began by radicalizing the role of 
the composer, but ended in marginalizing that ofthe listener. Granted, part of what composers do is show what 
music can do, but placing an inordinate value on the composer's unique imagination has elevated technical 
novelty to the status of sole conceptual mode by which new music is evaluated. To say that we love and admire 
the Quatuor pour lafin du temps, for example, because ofMessiaen's contrapuntal skill, completely misses the 
point ofthe music. What we (unconsciously) look for in a work of musical art - and (consciously) find in the 
Quatuor - is its holistic availability to a conceptual plurality: structure, stimulus to our feelings, perceived 
connection with elements ofthe world and similarity to the pattems of life - all figure in this work's produc-
tion as object and reception as text. Furthem10re, this plurality constitutes not only the work's meaning and 
value, but also its appeal aad accessibility. 
6 With regard to holism in the philosophy ofmeaning, see Hilary Putnam, Representation and Reality, Cambridge/Mass. 1988; and Rutl1 
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Shusterman, Pragmatic Aesthetics: living Beauty, Rethinkmg Art, Oxford 1992. 
7 Cf. Roger Scruton, Art and lmagmalion: A Study in the Philosophy of Mmd, London 1982; The Aesthetic Understanding, London 1989; 
and «Analytical Philosophy and the Meaning ofMusic», in : Analylic Aesthetics, ed. by Richard Shusterrnan, Oxford 1989, pp. 85-86. 
8 R.K . Elliott, «Aesthetic Theory and the Experience of Art», in: Aesthelics, ed. by Harold Osborne, Oxford 1972, pp. 145-157. 
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10 See George Lakoff, Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Revea/ about the Mind, Chicago 1987; and his «Cognitive 
Semantics», in : Meaning and Mental Representatwns, ed. by Umberto Eco, Marco Santarnbrogio, and Patrizia Violi, Bompiani 1986, 
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Unfortunately, within the music-academic and music-scientific community that monitors and maintains the 
principles and standards of contemporary music, there is a party line antipathy toward the issue of accessibility 
and appeal , an institutional blindness to the fact that for many intelligent listeners, music regulated and conse-
quently dominated by a formistic rationale rarely sounds expressive or colorful or capable of telling a story, but 
usually busy, undifferentiated, empty, and pointless - and more often than not, what is supposed to challenge 
and reward attention merely taxes it. As I see it, the problematic of contemporary music is that composition 
based almost exclusively on formal procedure promotes and sustains a phenomenon I shall call esoteric mean-
ing. Music weighed down by esoteric meaning lacks a palpable sense of discourse within an ethnosemantic 
ecosystem, for it abandons culturally linked meaning for an <Underlying> meaning tied exclusively to the 
composer' s imagination . This is epitomized in the United States by the ordered chaos of Cage and the chaotic 
order of Babbitt - and in Darmstadt, the post-war avant-garde ' s attempt to establish a musical language that 
would completely break with the past will remain its paradigm case. 
We can trace this «spiritualization» of music - as John Dewey termed it - to Hanslick' s encomium to so-
called absolute music. Though it was certainly not his intention, Hanslick inaugurated a dehumanizing trend in 
aesthetics. lt began with his polemic against human-oriented images in music, and culminated with the post-war 
avant-garde's near Fascist suppression of feeling and emotion. And an inescapable consequence of restricting 
music to the formal imagination is that it leads to esoteric music, music that foists its own program for listen-
ing. From Carter' s multi-layered discourses or Xenakis's multi-dimensional structures, to Stockhausen's or 
Glass ' s tantric soundscapes, and Rzewski ' s Socialist, or the late Nono's Communist, music-manifestos, the 
listener, in order to comprehend this music, must come to terms with an extrinsic ideology, be it aesthetic, 
metaphysical , or political. The irony is that here we find a transmogrification of the programmatic im pulse so 
deplored by Hanslick. Needless to say, the Artworld ' s propaganda for the unique imagination ofthese composers 
has relatively little to do with the listener' s sensuous experience. This is music stuck at the level of production, 
which is mainly governed by the formal trope, music for the head and not the body - music from the neck up , 
as it were - music that depreciates sensuous immediacy by renouncing the senses (after all , wasn ' t Hanslick 's 
carping about «warm baths» and «good cigars» simply a denial of body?). 
In spite ofwhat the new music cognoscenti say, mood and image have always been, and will continue to be, 
the nuts and bolts of music 's communicative efficacy, the sine qua non of musical meaning. My general claim 
for the value of polytropical thinking in music thus leads me to venture this more specific one: namely, that non-
formistic conceptions of contemporary music supply a necessary antidote to the scientistic formalism endemic to 
the new music Artworld, a formistic <artview> that saddles the listener with sole responsibility for coming to 
terms with a new work, and anoints the experimental and academic composer - the composer as acoustician, 
architect, theorist, etc. - as most qualified representative of those who practice the art. 
Fortunately, as composers retreat from avant-gardist agendas, they advance closer to a holistic admixture of 
old and new. 1 believe thi s admixture coheres in two principle trends, the reconstruction of tonality and the 
emergence of polystylism. Actually, neither constitutes something totally new: elements of tonality , if not the 
major-minor system itself, have endured throughout the century in music that, at its best, combines melody and 
harmony in a drama of attraction, repulsion , arrival and withdrawal (besides neo-tonalists such as Britten and 
Shostakovich, or populists like Copland and Poulenc, modernist masters such as Stravinsky, Bart6k, Messiaen, 
and the late Lutoslawski , all exhibit this tendency - as do others to a lesser degree: for instance, Ligeti , 
Shapey, and Boulez); and polystylism, with its basis in metonymical and synecdochic thinking, has origins in 
topological practices prior to Mozart and Beethoven, let alone Mahler, Ives, Berg, Tippett, Bernstein, Schnittke, 
or Berio. We also find a rich, polytropical music in the works of Zimmermann, Henze, Maxwell Davies, and 
Birtwistle, among others. Admittedly, though, it is impossible to defend grouping or comparing composers of 
such disparate styles, aesthetics, and degrees of accomplishment. However, the thrust of polytropical criticism 
entails rating a composer 's work based on its capacity to generate a continuous galaxy of ineaning and to tran-
scend cultural/epochal boundaries. The thread running through all these composers is a personal idiom that en-
hances rather than stifles the musical ecosystem . By comparison, 1 would argue that the output of the finest do-
decaphonic composers - Schoenberg, Webern, Dallapiccola, Wolpe, and the postwar Sessions - is, by and 
)arge, fundamentally monotropical , because these composers sought expression in a formal method that failed to 
be ratified as a global meaning system. 
Regardless of how we choose to define musical meaning, it appears that one thing rests beyond our choosing: 
that the factors involved in rendering a musical symbol meaningful - be they acoustical , stylistic, artistic, 
social , economic, or political - are continually modified by a parent cultu"re, the music-symbolic ecosystem 
where new meanings are taken up, old ones returned to, and others allowed to decline and disappear. In elfect, 
the challenge ofratification has brought many composers face to face with the primacy of non-formistic concep-
tualization, particularly mood and image. As by-products ofhow we think and reason with our bodies, perhaps 
these mood-oriented and imagistic models signify music's basis in rnythic thinking. To paraphrase one writer: 
the purpose of mythic thinking, or of any mode of symbolic thought, is to take the flux of reality and hammer 
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out a communal understanding of individual experience. 12 The key word here is <communal>, for it is the 
communal dimension of the mythopoietic imagination that practically vanished beneath the duress of modem-
ism's campaign against human feeling and imagery. Conceptualizations ratified by generation upon generation of 
musicians and audiences all but succumbed to an institutionalization of the composer as scientist and philoso-
pher - a composer who, grossly enamored oftheory and technology, came to equate escape from tradition with 
creative freedom. In response to this, a polytropical aesthetic works against the notion of composer as artistic 
pioneer, composer as inventor and philosopher; it works to undo the compartmentalization ofwhat is produced 
and what is received; it works to redeem expression complexes anchored in music's primordial connection to 
ritual, poetry and drama. Above all, a polytropical aesthetic reminds us that the denial of one's inherited lan-
guage is, in effect, a denial of one's culture, and that the alienation of one's community is its vestige. 13 
(Roanoke College Salem, Virginia) 
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A Ftshman 's S1xty-f,fth Btrthday, ed. by Roben L. Cooper and Bernard Spolsky, Berlin 1991 , p. 61-74. 
13 I am indebted to Professors Anne Shremer of the University of Basel and Lawrence Zbikowski of the University of Chicago for their 
criucism and insighl regarding earher drafts of this paper. 
